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We know that some of these dangers are real. AI systems in simulation environments have chosen to destroy boats in a fleet because they realized the fleet
would move faster without damaged boats (Lenat, 1983; Gladwell, 2009).
People might have, instead, saved the sailors on those boats, or fixed the
boats. It is important to address these kinds of errors in judgment. Russell
refers to making AI human-compatible (Russell, 2019). “Do no evil” was an
early formulation of a similar principle (Asimov, 1950). We must ask, however, do no evil to whom, and as defined by whom? How does the self-driving
car choose between the old person on one side of the crosswalk and the child
on the other? These are thorny and necessary ethical questions. Particularly
challenging are cases that involve the social role of AI systems in our world.
For example, we know that nurses and doctors obtain better adherence to protocols if they build a bond with their patients (Pinto et al., 2012). Should medical expert systems used in developing nations without easy access to doctors,
such as those used to school patients in management of diabetes (Mbogho
& Makhubele, 2014), be imbued with the ability to build those same kind of
relationships with patients in order to be maximally effective?
Ethics is one approach to struggling with these dilemmas. History provides
another. Our feelings about new technologies always seem to start with hope
and expectation for the benefits that will accrue to us as individuals and as
a society. The introduction of the telegraph, and then radio and then television were each accompanied by widespread expectation about their roles
in bringing the family together, and in allowing all children everywhere to
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he questions that pre-occupy the public today about Artificial
Intelligence concern primarily its dangers: will robots kill people,
unintentionally and, most worryingly, intentionally? Will AI systems
become smarter than we are, and use that increased intelligence to rule us?
Will robots be able to influence us in the way that the smartest marketers do,
but better, because they will have all the information about us they need to
trick us into thinking that they like us, want us to succeed, are looking out
for our best interests? And when they become capable of these expressions of
emotion and rapport, will we come to prefer them to human partners?
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In the case of the radio, parents worried about the dark stories broadcast on
radio, and their impact on children’s’ thoughts and actions. As one parent
wrote, “my child has murder on the mind. It’s because of those horrible radio
programs. I know it is” (Walter Baruch, 1998). In the case of television, while
early enthusiasm focused on family togetherness and, educational content,
critics later claimed that it was going to destroy children’s grades, their desire
to play outside, even the very fabric of family life (Davis, 1976). The US government even weighed in and distributed a pamphlet, written and illustrated
by then famous comic strip author Walt Kelly.
“there are few things to practice not doing. Don’t be afraid of it. These things
are probably here to stay. Don’t be afraid of your child. He’s not here to stay.
He’s a precious visitor. Do not wind your child up and set him to play with
it unguided. Do not wind it up and set it to watch your child. A machine
is a bad sole companion. It needs help. You can help it. Love your child.”
(Kelly, 1961).

In fact, the famous TV show Sesame Street was born of frustration with the
“wasteland” that television had grown to be seen as in the early 1960s, and a
desire to take advantage of the “addictive qualities” of television in order to
teach children (Ganz Cooney, 1974). Before the radio and TV the same arc of
hope followed by fear existed for many other technologies, all the way back to
the printing press (Brann, 1981). Today the fears have pinned themselves on AI.
I have argued elsewhere (Cassell & Cramer, 2007) that these fears are not
about technology per se but instead are moral panics about us and what we
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learn, regardless of their family circumstances or the quality of their local
schools. However, in each case that joyous expectation eventually turned
to fear and worry (Standage, 1998; Cassell & Cramer, 2007; Spigel, 1992;
Wartella & Reeves, 1985). In the case of the telegraph, it was first heralded
as a way to improve economic outcomes, make the world seem smaller, bring
countries closer to one another, and preserve family bonds across time and
space (Carey, 1983; Flichy, 1995). A shortage of operators led to the hiring
of women, who were thought to bring a certain kindness and grace to the
transmission of personal messages. However increasingly parents – and society at large – came to fear the possibility offered by the telegraph for young
women to meet extra-familial men, and a number of news stories and novels
treated the plotline of young women running away with men they met “on
line” (Marvin, 1988).
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have become in the face of new technologies. Stanley Cohen first described
moral panics as
... a threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a stylized
and stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the moral barricades are manned
by editors, bishops, politicians and other right-thinking people; socially
accredited experts pronounce their diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping
are evolved or (more often) resorted to; the condition then disappears, submerges or deteriorates (Cohen, 1972).
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There is another historical perspective that may be useful here, and that is the
history of AI itself. The usual origin story concerns the Dartmouth Workshop,
that gathered a number of men (yes, men, with occasional visits from their
wives or girlfriends) in 1956 for an eight-week summer meeting, convened
by John McCarthy. Their goal was, as they phrased it to the Rockefeller
Foundation when they requested funding:
proceed on the basis of the conjecture that every aspect of learning or any
other feature of intelligence can in principle be so precisely described that a
machine can be made to simulate it (McCarthy et al., 1955)

Sometime before then, however, between 1946 and 1953, the Macy
Conferences on Cybernetics were held, sponsored by the Josiah Macy, Jr.
Foundation. At the heart of their endeavor was the dream of bringing together
scholars from a wide range of disciplines to rethink society, nature, and technology in terms of models largely drawn from computing and the neurosciences (yes, even back then, based on the concept of neural nets as described
by neurophysiologist Warren McCulloch and mathematician Walter Pitts in
1943). The group sought to develop a working model of thought and ideas,
and a “general science of the workings of the human mind” in order to better understand human relations, and to design future collaborations between
humans and machines. Indeed, they saw the effort to think humans and
machines in complementary terms as one aspect of building a better world
after the machine-aided catastrophes of World War II.
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Thus, to apply this concept to the current case, what appears to be fear about
the technology, may instead be fears about us, fears about our own capacity to destroy dearly-held societal values, in the face of highly attractive AI
systems.
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As a thought experiment, however, imagine if AI researchers—taking a cue
from their cybernetic peers—recognized from the very beginning that the
goal of making machines autonomous is a dead end, because we’re not autonomous, we’re deeply interdependent? This might have led us to an AI that
did not come to replace humans with machines, but always worked towards
machines that can work in tight interdependence with people. Given the participation of Margaret Mead, Gregory Bateson, and others with a long history
of studying human behavior, that Macy Conferences approach might very
well have highlighted from the beginning the socio-cultural nature of interaction, and therefore the need for computers to interact with us the way we
interact with one another in order to be successful.
Neither of these initiatives was independent of their era. This soon after World
War II mathematicians, physicists and, indeed, every kind of scientist was
forced to reflect on the role technology played in the war. Some reflected on
how to improve weapons – a pursuit encouraged by funding agencies who
were already planning military initiatives for the Cold War (Kline, 2011) – and
others reflected on how to obviate the need for weapons. Norbert Weiner, having worked during the war on the mathematical underpinnings of more accurate anti-aircraft guns, turned towards this latter pursuit. For him Cybernetics,
which he first defined in 1948 as “the scientific study of control and communication in the animal and the machine” became a study of feedback loops
within and among people, and between people and machines, among societies, and perhaps even between humans, machines, and nature, as well (Turner,
2013). In this light, Wiener saw the importance of ensuring that machines
adapted to humans, for the good of the world.
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I describe the Macy Conferences here because, while their goal was quite similar in places to the Dartmouth workshops, the men and women who attended
(yes, “and women”) came from fields as diverse as psychiatry, anthropology
and mathematics. An important theme running through the conferences was
the idea that a speaker and listener, or any two interacting entities, established
“reflexive feedback loops” that made it possible to see them as one working unit. Their initiative was called cybernetics, however, after the book by
participant Norbert Wiener, and because of political infighting the Dartmouth
Workshops sought another name. And for reasons also having to do with academic politics, although Claude Shannon, the author of Information Theory,
attended both workshops, the two groups of scholars interacted very little, and
the term and concepts of the Dartmouth workshops were increasingly referred
to as the origin of AI.
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History has given us a window into the etiology of fear concerning AI. The
study of human behavior can, I believe, give us a window into how to escape
that fear. Here, then, I rely on an interdisciplinary social scientific approach
to understanding the role that AI can play in people’s lives. I start, perhaps
paradoxically, by examining contexts in which AI technology is not present,
specifically the way in which individuals interact with one another. This analysis is carried out using the tools of conversational analysis, sociolinguistics
and ethnomethodology, as well as contemporary data mining tools – to better understand the moment-to-moment details how we work, play, and learn
with one another using language and nonverbal behavior. This understanding of human collaborative and cooperative behavior in the absence of technology is intended to give us a view into healthy and desirable contexts and
outcomes of social interaction. In what ways do our conversations with one
another – including words, prosody, hand gestures, and facial movements –
bring us closer or push us away from one another? In turn, what is the impact
of our level of rapport with one another on our ability to work together, and
our ability to succeed as teams or groups? The successful social interactions
that we uncover in this way can then serve as desired futures; futures which
we wish to maintain or bring about. We build these successful social interaction protocols into functioning AI systems. And then we evaluate the performance of the systems when they collaborate with people, comparing them to
the human-human interaction that spurred their design. Are the human-agent
interactions also successful at eliciting productive social interaction – productive in the sense that it evokes a feeling of connection in the real person, and
also productive in the sense that it improves the machine’s ability to collaborate on an important task.
We can then ask whether AI systems are ineluctably diminishing the quality of social contexts. Must AI diminish social relationships and, if so, will
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Taking back up that latter challenge, in what follows I will focus in on a particular kind of panic around AI, which concerns the perceived threat to our
capacity for empathy and close relationships, and the challenge of designing
systems that, on the contrary, maintain our humanity. The questions associated
with this specific fear include: have we have become more willing to inflict
great pain on others without misgivings? Have we lost our sense of responsibility for one another? Have we lost our ability to distinguish what is unique
in human relationships, and lost our ability to value it? A number of scholars
have claimed that we have (inter alia, Weizenbaum, 1976; Turkle, 2011).

VIII   Réseaux n° 220-221/2020

our collaborations suffer? Alternatively, can we bring about desired futures
through the careful design of AI that will maintain, and perhaps improve, the
positive aspects of our interactions – with others, with technologies, and with
ourselves? And can these rapport-building technologies improve the ability of
AI systems to engage in productive collaboration and cooperation with their
human users? Here technology plays a double role, as it did for the attendees
of the Macy Conferences: as an analytic tool, enabling a view into the workings of human interaction; and as an intervention – relying on human styles of
interaction built into technology to bootstrap positive change.
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An illustration of this approach comes from a technology called the virtual
peer, an animated cartoon figure of a child driven by an underlying AI infrastructure, and capable of collaborating with children on a task. The initial
work on this technology was carried out in the early 2000s, before deep learning techniques were common in AI systems. Nevertheless, the approach was
the same. My students and I first examined children’s spontaneous collaborative storytelling in the absence of technology, as a way of approaching how
children’s social interaction might affect the critical skill of literacy. Literacy
- knowing how to read and write – begins long before children enter school.
One of the key skills to reading and writing is the ability to represent thoughts
symbolically and share them in language with an audience that may not necessarily share the same temporal and spatial context for the story. This skill
has been called” emergent literacy” (Teal & Sulzby, 1986. Emergent literacy
behaviors, specifically what has been called decontextualized language, predict early learning of reading and writing skills (Snow, 1983). It turns out that
children learn and practice these important skills when they tell stories with
the peers and adults around them, and that their storytelling with peers is more
likely to contain decontextualized language than is their storytelling with
adults (Goncu, 1993). This is thought to be because other children are quick
to interrupt the storyteller when they don’t understand something, whereas
adults are more forgiving of parts of the story that are not really understandable by somebody outside the child’s own head (Preece, 1992). We therefore
looked for the moment-to-moment verbal and nonverbal storytelling behaviors that characterize emergent-literacy in children’s collaborative storytelling
around a toy castle, collecting enough data about children’s peer storytelling
to be able to construct a model of what peer storytelling behaviors are most
successful in helping children to acquire literacy.
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LEARNING WITH A VIRTUAL PEER
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We then built the most successful of these emergent literacy behaviors into a
virtual peer system called “Sam the CastleMate.” Sam was projected lifesize
on a very large screen located behind a real physical toy castle. A toy figurine
was designed that could exist in either the physical world or on the screen,
to allow Sam and the child to pass the story back and forth between their
worlds. In fact, the system detected a child’s presence in front of the castle
through a microphone and a floor mat. When the child was playing with the
castle and narrating, the system used audio threshold detection to determine
when to give feedback (backchannels such as ‘‘uh-huh,’’ nods, and explicit
prompts such as ‘‘and then what happens?’’). Sensors embedded in each room
of the castle and on the figurine told the system in which room in the castle
the figurine was located in so that Sam could give contextually appropriate
feedback. Finally, a switch in the door to the castle tower allowed the system
to sense whether the figurine was inside of the magic tower or outside of it.
This allowed the toy figure to exist in either the physical or virtual world, but
never both at a time. Passages from the child-child data that resulted in emergent literacy behaviors were recorded by a real child, and built into the system
to be uttered by Sam in response to children’s stories adults (Cassell et al.,
2000). We chose to make the Sam character anthropomorphic so as to elicit
the unconscious conversational behaviors that even very young children use.
However, while Sam was capable of natural verbal and nonverbal responses,
in no way was Sam lifelike or realistic. The graphics were intentionally cartoon-like in order to constrain the human partner’s expectations, and to avoid
any ambiguity about whether Sam was “real” or not. Most importantly, Sam
was not photo-realistic because the focus of the research was on the child’s
behavior and not the virtual peer’s.
Finally, we evaluated whether the Sam system evoked natural social interaction behaviors in children, and whether it improved their emergent literacy
skills. We asked some children to play with Sam by themselves, and other
children to play with Sam and one other child, in a triad. We compare these
interactions to children playing with another child, or telling stories by themselves. First it was very clear that children’s interaction with Sam was natural,
and that they enjoyed the interaction. In fact, sometimes the children even
coached Sam in how to tell stories, as in the case of one boy who told Sam
“Try to make a longer story next time. It’s like this. The little boy was outside. . .” The key question, however, is whether there is any benefit to Sam’s
presence? Can a system like this improve literacy, or is it simply as good
as children collaborating with one another. For, if simple human peer social
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interaction improves emergent literacy behaviors, we might prefer encouraging children to tell stories with other children, in the absence of technology.
The answer to that question is that the Sam system did what real peers do, but
better. The dyads of children, playing without Sam, sometimes told complete
stories with decontextualized emergent literacy language. They also sometimes told stories that devolved into arguments or breaking parts of the castle.
The stories with Sam, on the other hand, were more likely to show the important decontextualized language that predicts later literacy, and these instances
of decontextualized language increased with each subsequent story that they
told in collaboration with Sam. In fact, when dyads of children played with
Sam, their stories with one another showed more of these emergent literacy
behaviors – linguistic behaviors, but also the kind of pro-social collaboration
that allowed them to get maximal educational benefit from the storytelling,
unlike their stories with one another adults (Cassell, 2004). We can conclude,
then, that systems like the virtual peer can have real and concrete positive
impact both on child-child social interaction, and on children’s learning. This
demonstrates that AI need not diminish the quality of social interaction, nor
worsen collaboration. It can serve as a tool to improve human-human collaboration and learning, as well as the collaboration between human and machine.
It also serves as a valuable tool to investigate human behavior.
AI AND POLICY DEBATES AROUND LEARNING
More recently, the virtual peer was deployed in another, more contentious
and more high-stakes educational context. Here too the approach was to
examine children’s interaction with one another, build models of their interaction, focusing particularly on features that predicted positive educational
outcomes, incorporate the models into AI systems, and then evaluate the performance of those systems, in encouraging social interaction, and in improving real task outcomes, such as classroom learning. In this context, too, the
technology served as tool to understand better human behavior, as well as
intervention to potentially improve human performance. In this instance the
focus was the politically sensitive topic of dialect and learning. The United
States Department of Education has consistently shown a significant gap in
literacy skills between African American and European American children
(NAEP, 2019). More recently, several studies have pin-pointed one source
of that achievement gap in the dialect spoken by children: there is a robust
negative correlation between the use of African American Vernacular English
and reading and writing literacy, independent of the learner’s socio-economic
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A pervasive issue with research on this topic is the difficulty of running
empirical experiments. Young children cannot be commanded to speak a dialect. In fact, they may not even be aware of what dialect they are speaking at a
given moment, and thus we cannot look at the nature of learning when a child
is working with the same peer speaking one versus another dialect. Likewise,
it is virtually impossible to find a natural experiment where two classrooms
differ only in the dialect that the children speak, independent of other factors
such as quality of the school system, dialect spoken at home, socio-economic
status, ethnicity, and so forth. We can, however, create virtual peers designed
to look identical and act identically, but who use dialect differently. Those
virtual peers can then serve to investigate the role of peer dialect on learning.
As with all of the research in this paradigm, the first step was to collect data on
peer interaction in the absence of a virtual peer or any other digital technology.
The data were collected in two mid-size American cities, in schools in where
more than 90% of the children were African-American, and the majority were
from low-income families (as measured by the percentage of children eligible for a free or reduced-cost lunch, a common measure of socio-economic
status in the US). Observational studies of the schools demonstrated that
African American Vernacular English was the dialect most often spoken by
the students, and that teachers often corrected the students who spoke dialect,
and insisted that they speak “correct English” (Rader, Echelbarger& Cassell,
2011; Finkelstein et al., 2013). Those observational studies also concluded
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status (Gatlin & Wanzek, 2015). However, these findings have not resulted in
consistent interpretations about the source of the correlation, nor about how
dialect should be treated in the classroom. In fact, over a period of at least
50 years, scholars have gone back and forth on the topic. On the one hand,
some have claimed that children will learn best if they are allowed to brainstorm or think aloud to their peers in the dialect that they speak in their home
(Lee, 1997). Others have claimed, on the contrary, that only if children speak
the mainstream “school dialect” to everybody around them will they learn to
read and write (Wiley & Lukes, 1996). Note that both positions are independent of whether one believes that children should learn the mainstream dialect
before they go into the work world, or the university environment. Both sets
of scholars largely agree that outside of the classroom and as one grows older
intelligence and abilities are unfortunately most certainly judged in part based
on how one speaks. What is being asked here is not whether children should
learn the mainstream dialect, but whether they should speak it while also trying to learn subject matter domains.
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that teachers often divided the students into dyads or small groups to work
together on various school tasks. Children were asked to work with their
classmates on one of several similar science tasks. In one task, the pairs of
students were asked to brainstorm about how to build a bridge out of Lego
blocks, and then to take turns playing teacher so that the other student had an
opportunity to practice explaining to a teacher the decisions made in building
the bridge. (Cassell, 2009). In another study pairs of students wereasked to
brainstorm together to answer questions about a series of imaginary animals
pictured in their natural (imaginary) habitat (Finkelstein et al., 2013). These
kinds of tasks, common in US science classrooms for children around the age
of 8 years, require reasoning from data and being able to point out evidence
for one’s conclusions (for example, in the imaginary animal task, concluding
that if the animal is shown without claws or sharp teeth, it probably won’t be
able to eat meat). The students were then, here too, asked to take turns playing the teacher, so that each child had an opportunity to practice explaining
the answers she/he had come up with about the imaginary animal’s characteristics. Analyses of these data focused on two kinds of behavior. One was
the way they described the science assignment. The second set of analyses
focused on the children’s use of dialect. In many of the dyads, the children
changed their language when pretending to be a teacher, often reducing the
use of AAVE and introducing some school English into the conversation.
Some of the students, then, were able to code-switch, or shift from one dialect
to another, as well as able to use the school-ratified style of science discourse.
The children’s language and science discourse features were incorporated into
the virtual peer’s speech, which was subsequently used in a series of experiments on the correlation between dialect use in peers and the use of what
is known as “science discourse” (more accurately called “school-ratified”
or teacher-approved science discourse). Science discourse is the use of language that indicates that children are observing, asking questions and reasoning about what they observe, and gathering evidence to support their beliefs.
Science discourse is about reasoning and is independent of the dialect that
is spoken. In order to reduce as much as possible any source of difference
between the two virtual peers, their speech – both AAVE and Mainstream
English was recorded by the same bi-dialectal voice actress.
Based on these data, two virtual peers were developed, capable of engaging in
exactly the same science tasks as had been completed by the child-child dyads.
Their look was identical and ethnicity-ambiguous (as assessed beforehand
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with children of the same age group), they were dressed identically, and both
were named Alex, but their use of dialect was different, although the content of what they said was the same. In one experimental condition (monodialectal), the virtual peer spoke only mainstream American English, both
while brainstorming with an 8-9 year old child about the science task that they
were working on together, and while practicing a presentation to the teacher
about their work. In a second condition (bi-dialectal), the virtual child first
brainstormed with the real child in African American Vernacular English and
then switched to mainstream English for practicing the presentation to the
teacher. In both conditions, right before beginning to practice the presentation
to the teacher, the virtual peer said “my teacher likes it when I use my school
English, so let’s practice our presentation that way.” An assessment of the
children’s use of science discourse before and after the study allowed us to
assess change in science discourse by condition. We also assessed the rapport
(entente) between the child and virtual peer, as a quantifiable metric of positive social interaction. Following work by social psychologist Nalini Ambady
(Ambady & Rosenthal, 1992), rapport was assessed by naïve viewers, who
were presented with a video of the child-virtual peer interaction which had
been divided into randomized 30 second slices, and told simply “rapport is a
feeling of harmony or getting along. Please judge each 30 second slice for its
level of rapport (1-7).”
Results demonstrated that, when working with the bi-dialectal Alex agent,
children showed a greater increase in the use of science discourse than did
the children who worked with the mono-dialectal virtual peer. However, a
closer analysis revealed that there was a mediating factor that was responsible for most of the results, and that was the children’s significantly stronger
sense of connection with the dialect-speaking virtual child. In other words,
when children felt rapport with the virtual peer, they were more likely to use
science discourse – regardless of the dialect the agent spoke. However, they
were much more likely to feel rapport with the bi-dialectal agent – an agent
who spoke as they did. In fact, this result was strongest for children who were
under-performing in school – children whose grades on reading were lowest,
and who were most in need of support in classrooms where there were not
enough teachers to provide individual attention.
A subsequent similar study carried out over a 6 week time period likewise
found that children working with the bi-dialectal virtual peer produced
more science discourse during the practice of the presentation to the teacher.
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This result was in part due to the fact that, unlike the cooperative relationship between the child and bi-dialectal agent, many children working with
the mono-dialectal virtual peer simply refused to practice a presentation. As
one student said to the virtual peer “I hate doing this every week with you,
you know that?” These two virtual peer systems demonstrate places where AI
does not spell the end of social interaction. On the contrary, in these systems,
the virtual peer’s ability to engage in positive social interaction, in the form of
building rapport, plays a key role in improving the system’s task performance
(teaching literacy or science) as well as an essential role in the system’s ability
to help scientists understand children’s language use in the literacy and science classrooms.
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Whereas virtual peers like those described above may serve all the roles that
real children do in peer collaboration, teachable agents are a kind of virtual
peer that is designed specifically to allow children to learn through teaching. Teachable agents have been shown to increase students’ confidence and
self-efficacy and their motivation to learn, as students come to feel responsible for their teachable agent’s success, and improve their confidence in their
own ability to learn (Rohrbeck et al., 2003; Cohen et al., 1982; Chase et al,
2009). Teachable agents can also help children increase their knowledge in a
domain through what is known as the tutor effect, whereby peer tutors tend
to learn more than their tutees (Biswas et al, 2005). It has been posited that
the tutor effect is due to students reflecting on how best to teach a given topic,
and reworking or elaborating material that the teachable agent doesn’t understand. Prior work on teachable agents did not look, however, at the interaction
between tutoring behavior, social behavior, and the student’s learning gains.
In what follows, teachable agents were used to better understand the mechanism behind the interaction between social interaction and learning gains.
Students learning algebra were introduced to a teachable agent named Stacy,
implemented on the SimStudent platform (Matsuda et al., 2011), and were
told that their goal was to help Stacy learn how to solve equations with variables on both sides to help her pass four sections of a quiz. Students worked
with Stacy for two 90 minute sessions using the SimStudent platform to
demonstrate problems in linear equations, and give feedback to Stacy as she
tried to solve problems in order to accomplish this goal. A pre-test and posttest provided information concerning the students’ learning of the material
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The students had little trouble verbalizing their thoughts as they worked. They
described how they were approaching the tutoring, and what worked and what
did not in the tutoring process. We also found that some students talked aloud
about Stacy’s performance, referring to her in the third person, for example
“OK, Stacy doesn’t understand the distributive party.” We called this way
of referring to Stacy an “outside alignment.” Others talked directly to Stacy
about her performance, referring to her in the second person. We called this an
“inside alignment.” Some of these inside alignment comments were positive,
for example, “you got it, Stacy. Congratulations!” or “Oh, Stacy, you were
so close!” Other comments were quite negative, for example “you got lucky
Stacy” or “Arggh, you annoy me so much!” Some students stuck to one alignment throughout their time with Stacy while others switched from inside to
outside alignment and back again.
To our surprise, the results demonstrated that, unlike previous studies by other
scholars, elaboration of linear algebra material negatively rather than positively correlated with learning gains. That is, when students spoke about what
Stacy understood or didn’t, and how they were going to tutor her, they were
less likely to learn. A closer analysis, however, showed that the negative correlation between elaboration and learning gains was accounted for by the fact
that when students began to elaborate on Stacy’s understanding of the material, they also switched to an outside alignment perspective, turning away
from referring to her as “you” and beginning to refer to her as “she” or “it.”
In fact, overall, we found that shifting away from direct communication with
Stacy and instead talking about her was more negatively correlated with learning than any other behavior we observed. Looking more closely at the inside
alignment stance towards Stacy we also found an unexpected result: negative
social moves, such as teasing and face-threat, made directly to Stacy, were
the most positively predictive of learning gains. These are comments such as
“Stacy, what are you doing!” or “that’s terribly not right.” While unexpected,
these results, when taken together, highlight the importance of collaboration,
cooperation, and alliance-building in human-system interaction. It is when
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through teaching Stacy. We also asked the students to talk aloud while they
were teaching Stacy. “Think aloud” protocols like this one are good ways
to access the process underlying cognitive performance. In this instance, we
were interested in whether the students would engage Stacy socially whiles
demonstrating linear equations, and whether that social interaction would correlate with the student’s own learning gains in algebra.
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the students pulled away from Stacy and began to treat the system as an “it”
rather than a “you” that they learned less. It is when they felt enough rapport with her to tease her that they learned more. Stacy was an early version
of a teachable agent, unable to respond in kind. How much more rewarding
could the interactions be, from a social and a task perspective, if Stacy could
respond.
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Some have claimed that digital technologies are spelling the end of conversation and hence of empathy (inter alia Turkle, 2015). I believe, on the contrary,
that it is not the technologies that hold the power to shut down conversation.
It is us. And empathy is born not of speaking to others, but of listening to them.
The kind of technological determinism that blames machines for a lessened
desire to converse can get in the way of bringing about positive change in the
nature of technology design. For example, note that in the case of the two rapport-building virtual peers, Sam and Alex, and the teachable agent Stacy, what
is meant by social interaction is not in any way chit-chat or mere small talk
that happens around a water cooler, or waiting for a bus. Social interaction in
the task contexts I’ve described involves building a bond around collaboration on that task. Unlike current chat-bots such as Xiaoice (Zhou et al, 2019),
or smart speakers such as Alexa, the construction of an alliance is something
that relies on joint task and social goals, and individual goals that change as a
function of one’s partner’s goals, and not merely talk to pass the time. But in
order to understand how to implement machines that can engage in tight collaboration of this sort, we need to do some listening ourselves to understand
how it is actually done among humans, and then implement those capacities
into machines that are cooperative. Social AI of the kind I’ve described here
can play an important role in discovering this kind of human behavior, and an
equally important role in sustaining it in human-machine interaction. This was
the goal of Gregory Bateson, Norbert Weiner, Margaret Mead, and the other
participants in the Macy Conferences – to build systems that could engage in
feedback loops – what we would call today “adaptive systems.” Systems that
are adaptive not only to the changing environment, but to the task and social
needs of their human partners.
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The article argues for a genre of AI capable of building social bonds with
humans. The argument’s starting point is the two competing origin stories
of Artificial Intelligence. In one, the goal of AI was to create machines that
could simulate every aspect of human intelligence. In the other, it was to build
machines that adapt closely to natural human behaviour. While the first story
is better known, it is argued that the second would have been more fruitful, as
it places the human at the heart of the endeavour. Based on this historical perspective, the article provides several examples of conversational agents that
engage in this kind of adaptive social behaviour. Results of experiments with
these social agents find that they do in fact improve relations between people
and the systems. Additionally, they improve performance on the task that the
human and the conversational agent are conducting together.
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